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Description
METHOD OF TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING

BROADCASTING SIGNAL AND APPARATUS FOR

RECEIVING BROADCASTING SIGNAL
Technical Field

[1] The present invention relates to a method of transmitting and receiving a

broadcasting signal and an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal.

Background Art
[2] Digital television (DTV) can provide various services in addition to video and audio

services which are inherent functions of TV. For example, the DTV can provide an

electronic program guide (EPG) or the like to users, and can provide contents via a real

time or non-real time transport channel. In particular, an apparatus for receiving a

broadcasting signal includes a mass storage device. In addition, since the apparatus is

connected to the Internet for performing bi-directional communication or a data com

munication channel, the number of services which can be provided using the

broadcasting signals has been significantly increased.

[3] In such an environment, recently, a method of transmitting and receiving a

broadcasting signal, which is capable of providing a real-time broadcasting service and

a non-real-time broadcasting service, and an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting

signal, which is capable of implementing the method, have been developed.

[4] Meanwhile, as a possibility that a scalable video/audio coding scheme is employed as

a next-generation broadcasting video codec for the viewing and the recoding of high-

quality and high-effect video/audio data is increased, it is expected that various

functions using the scalable video/audio coding scheme will be introduced. Conven

tionally, the limitation and the authority for the viewing and recording of high-quality

video/audio data werenot separately considered. In the current real-time terrestrial

signal is free-to-air, no problem is generated in the viewing of the high-quality or high-

resolution video/audio data if a receiver has capability for receiving the high-quality or

high-effect video/audio data. However, various problems may be generated in the

recording of the high-quality or high-effect video/audio data. For example, conven

tionally, in the case where high-quality video data is recorded, the quality of the data

was graded down. In this case, an additional device such as a transcoder is further

necessary. In the scalable video coding scheme, data coded according to video layers

(base and enhancement layers) may be separately transmitted. In particular, the unau

thorized recording and viewing of high-quality contents (e.g., enhancement layer data)

by a unauthorized user need to be prevented.



Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[5] Accordingly, the present invention is directed to a method of transmitting and

receiving a broadcasting signal and an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal

that substantially obviate one or more problems due to limitations and disadvantages of

the related art.

[6] An object of the present invention is to provide a method of transmitting and

receiving a broadcasting signal and an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal,

which are capable of efficiently providing a broadcasting service transmitted in real

time and a broadcasting service transmitted in non-real time.

[7] Another object of the present invention is to provide a an apparatus for receiving a

broadcasting signal and a method of transmitting and receiving a broadcasting signal,

which are capable of allowing only an authorized user to record or output high-quality

contents coded by a coding scheme such as a scalable video coding (SVC) scheme or a

multi-view video coding (MVC) scheme.

Technical Solution
[8] To achieve these objects and other advantages and in accordance with the purpose of

the invention, as embodied and broadly described herein, a method of receiving a

broadcasting signal in an apparatus for receiving the broadcasting signal, is disclosed.

The method includes receiving a first encoding data descriptor describing first

encoding data of contents having the first encoding data and second encoding data, in

non-real time, receiving the first encoding data in non-real time, according to the first

encoding data descriptor and decoding the first encoding data received in non-real time

and the second encoding data received in real time together, according to the first

encoding data descriptor, and outputting the contents.

[9] In another aspect of the present invention, the apparatus for receiving a broadcasting

signal, is disclosed. The apparatus includes a reception unit configured to receive a

first encoding data descriptor describing first encoding data of contents having the first

encoding data and second encoding data and the first encoding data corresponding to

the first encoding data descriptor in non-real time, and receive the second encoding

data in real time, a broadcasting descriptor decoder configured to decode the received

first encoding data descriptor and a control unit configured to decode the first encoding

data and the second encoding data according to the decoded first encoding data de

scriptor, combine the decoded first encoding data and second encoding data, and

output the contents.

[10] The first encoding data descriptor may include an identifier of a channel for receiving

the first encoding data, a program identifier, and an identifier of the second encoding



data. The first encoding data descriptor may include storage permission information of

the first encoding data.

[11] The storage permission information may be any one of information indicating that

the storage of the first encoding data is not permitted, information indicating that the

temporary storage for a time-shift function of the first encoding data is permitted, in

formation indicating that the storage of the first encoding data is permitted during a

limited time, information indicating that the storage of the first encoding data is

permitted by a limited number of playback events, and information indicating that the

permanent storage of the first encoding data is permitted.

[12] The first encoding data descriptor may include a reception start time of the first

encoding data and a reception end time of the first encoding data. The first encoding

data descriptor may further include a file attribute descriptor describing an encoding

scheme of the first encoding data. The file attribute descriptor may include a media

type of the first encoding data, a component type of the media, a codec type of the first

encoding data, and information indicating whether or not the first encoding data is

encrypted. The first encoding data descriptor may further include an identifier of the

first encoding data, location information capable of receiving the first encoding data,

and the second encoding data descriptor. The second encoding data descriptor may

further include channel information capableof receiving the second encoding data, a

reception start time of the second encoding data and a reception end time of the second

encoding data.

[13] The first encoding data may be enhancement layer data according to scalable video

coding (SVC) scheme, and the second encoding data may be base layer data according

to the scalable video coding (SVC) scheme.

[14] It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the following

detailed description of the present invention are exemplary and explanatory and are

intended to provide further explanation of the invention as claimed.

Advantageous Effects
[15] According to the embodiments of the present invention, high-quality contents may or

may not be played back depending on whether or not a portion of data of contents

transmitted in non real-time (NRT) is stored.

[16] According to the embodiments of the present invention, information describing base

layer data or enhancement layer data transmitted in non real-time (NRT) and real-time

(RT) data associated therewith may be described.

[17] According to the embodiments of the present invention, non real-time (NRT) data

and real-time (RT) data associated therewith may be combined and thus only an au

thorized user can obtain high-quality contents.



Brief Description of Drawings
[18] FIG. 1 is a conceptual diagram of the transmission and reception of scalable video/

audio data;

[19] FIG. 2 is a view showing the structure of a broadcast stream according to a scalable

video coding (SVC) scheme;

[20] FIG. 3 is a view showing an embodiment of a decoder for decoding SVC or multi-

view video coding (MVC) data;

[21] FIG. 4 is a view showing a program descriptor including storage permission in

formation of enhancement layer data;

[22] FIG. 5 is a view showing an example of an enhancement layer descriptor including

storage permission information of enhancement layer data;

[23] FIG. 6 is a view showing an example of storage permission information

[24] FIG. 7 is a view in detail showing a program descriptor including storage permission

information of an enhancement layer of a high-quality program;

[25] FIG. 8 is a view showing a detailed example of a descriptor describing enhancement

layer data;

[26] FIG. 9 is a view showing a method of receiving a broadcasting signal according to an

embodiment of the present invention

[27] FIG. 10 is a view showing an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal according

to an embodiment of the present invention

[28] FIG. 11 is a view showing a layer data descriptor

[29] FIG. 12 is a view showing information included in a non-real-time (NRT) descriptor

of FIG. 11;

[30] FIG. 13 is a view showing a detailed example of an associated data descriptor;

[31] FIG. 14 is a view showing an event information table (EIT) which may include an a s

sociated data descriptor;

[32] FIG. 15 is a view showing a table section as a detailed example describing a layer

data descriptor

[33] FIG. 16 is a view showing a detailed example of an NRT descriptor;

[34] FIG. 17 is a view in detail showing an associated data descriptor;

[35] FIG. 18 is a view showing a descriptor describing the attribute of a file;

[36] FIG. 19 is a view showing a method of receiving base layer data as NRT service data

using an NRT descriptor according to an embodiment of the present invention

[37] FIG. 20 is a view showing a method of updating schedule information using a

previous schedule override flag included in an associated data descriptor or associated

metadata according to an embodiment of the present invention

[38] FIG. 2 1 is a view showing a method of receiving a broadcasting signal including



NRT service data and real-time (RT) service data according to an embodiment of the

present invention

[39] FIG. 22 is a view showing an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal according

to an embodiment of the present invention

[40] FIG. 23 is a view showing an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal according

to another embodiment of the present invention

[41] FIG. 24 is a view showing an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal according

to another embodiment of the present invention and

[42] FIG. 25 is a view showing an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal according

to another embodiment of the present invention.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention
[43] Reference will now be made in detail to the preferred embodiments of the present

invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Wherever

possible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to

the same or like parts.

[44] A service transmitted in real time (RT) refers to on-air service which is received and

is immediately displayed by a receiver, and a service transmitted in non-real time

(NRT) refers to a service which is received and displayed by a receiver at a specific

time point, not in real time. The non real-time (NRT) service refers to a service for

transmitting a program using a portion of a broadcasting channel and, more p ar

ticularly, a redundant bandwidth of a broadcasting channel. This service may be used

for a service for playing back a program after storage or a service for viewing stored

data in real time, rather than real-time viewing.

[45] For example, a receiver may receive and store data transmitted in non real-time

(NRT) in a storage medium, and play back the stored data and the received data se

lectively or together when data associated with the stored data is received or when a

specific time is reached. A service transmitted in real-time refers to a service which is

received and is output in real-time, like a current terrestrial broadcasting signal. For

example, a broadcasting station may transmit a real-time service and transmit video

supplementary information such as news clips, weather information, advertisement,

Push video on demand (VOD), an Electronic Program Guide (EPG), or an en

hancement video layer using an non real-time (NRT) service.

[46] Meanwhile, the unauthorized recording and duplication of high-resolution contents

according to a scalable video coding (SVC) scheme (or a multi-view video coding

scheme (MVC)) need to be prevented. The following embodiments may divide a base

layer and an enhancement layer of video/audio data according to the SVC scheme into

a real-time (RT) service and an non real-time (NRT) service and transmit and receive



the services, such that the unauthorized recording and duplication of high-quality video

are prevented. The detailed example thereof is as follows.

[47] Although, hereinafter, an example of transmitting video/audio data according to the

SVC scheme is described, an example of transmitting video data of each view

according to the MVC scheme may be employed. That is, different data filmed by a

plurality of cameras at a plurality of view points may be transmitted in non real-time

(NRT) such that a user can view data at a desired view point. Alternatively, a receiver

having capability for processing three-dimensional (3D) data receives 3D-associated

supplementary information data transmitted in non real-time (NRT) and applies the

stored 3D-associated supplementary information when two-dimensional data is

broadcasted in the future, such that the broadcast can be viewed using the receiver as

3D data instead of 2D data.

[48] FIG. 1 is a conceptual diagram of the transmission and reception of scalable video/

audio data. Scalable video/audio data may be transmitted as real-time (RT)service data

and non real-time (NRT) service data.

[49] A broadcasting station or a service provider may divide audio/video data coded by

the SVC scheme according to layers and transmit the data. For example, the

broadcasting station may transmit base layer data and enhancement layer data as the

real-time (RT) service and the non real-time (NRT) service, respectively.

[50] A high-end device may combine the base layer data and enhancement layer data

received in real-time (RT) or non real-time (NRT) , and output the combined data. The

high-end device may receive any one of the base layer data and the enhancement layer

data as the real-time (RT) service data, receive the other thereof as the non real-time

(NRT) service data, combine the two pieces of service data, and output the combined

data.

[51] However, a low-end device which cannot process data of the SVC scheme may

output only the base layer data.

[52] FIG. 2 is a view showing the structure of a broadcast stream according to a SVC

scheme. For example, in the case where a video stream according to the SVC scheme

is transmitted, base layer data and enhancement layer data may be transmitted in a state

of being multiplexed in the unit of frames. An enhancement layer video frame 1 may

be transmitted after a base layer video frame 1 is transmitted, and an enhancement

layer video frame 2 may be transmitted after a base layer video frame 2 is transmitted.

Data coded by the MVC scheme may be transmitted in a similar manner. The base

layer data or the enhancement layer data may be transmitted in non real-time (NRT) in

advance and stored in a receiver. Enhancement layer data corresponding to the base

layer data transmitted in non real-time (NRT) or base layer data corresponding to the

enhancement layer transmitted in non real-time (NRT) may be received in real-time



(RT). Accordingly, when the real-time (RT)service is received, the real-time (RT)

service may be combined with the stored non real-time (NRT) service such that high-

quality contents are output. The operation for storing the non real-time (NRT) service

or the operation for combining the non real-time (NRT) service and the real-time (RT)

service may be provided to the user of a specific receiver such that the user is condi

tionally authorizedto the viewing and the storage of the high-quality contents.

[53]

[54] FIG. 3is a view showing an embodiment of a decoder for decoding SVC or MVC

data. Since the coding principles of the SVC and MVC data are identical, only the

operation of the decoder of the SVC data will be described in this embodiment.

[55] When data in which base layer data and enhancement layer data are multiplexed is

input to a demultiplexer, the demultiplexer may divide the data into the base layer data

and the enhancement layer data and output the divided data. A base layer decoder

decodes the base layer data and stores the decoded data in a base layer picture memory.

An enhancement layer decoder decodes the enhancement layer data and stores the

decoded enhancement layer data in an enhancement layer picture memory.

[56] An interlayer prediction unit (or an inter-view prediction unit) outputs high-quality

video data using the base/enhancement layer data (or multi-view data) stored in the

base layer picture memory and the enhancement layer picture memory.

[57] Since a receiver which cannot process the enhancement layer data includes only the

base layer decoder, only the base layer data may be decoded and low-quality video

data may be output.

[58] Data of Contents may be encoded to first encoding data and second encoding data by

encoding schemes, and then the first encoding data and the second encoding data may

be decoded according the playback quality of the contents and be combined, or only

any one of the first encoding data and the second encoding data may be decoded. Such

an encoding/decoding scheme may include a SVC or MVCscheme with respect to the

video data. Hereinafter, for convenience of description, an example of separately

transmitting the base layer data and the enhancement layer data coded by the SVC

scheme in real-time (RT) or non real-time (NRT), combining the separately transmitted

data and outputting the combined data will be disclosed.

[59] First, as a first embodiment, information for controlling the enhancement layer data

of the program to be selectively storedmay be transmitted or received. Then, the

receiver may selectively storethe enhancement layer data of the program and control

unauthorized recording of high-quality video/audio data.

[60] In addition, as a second embodiment, the base layer data or the enhancement layer

data may be separately transmitted in real-time (RT) or non real-time (NRT) such that

information for allowing only an authorized user to combine two pieces of layer data is



transmitted and received. Accordingly, high-quality or high-effect video/audio data

may be selectively provided to an authorized user.

[61] In order to combine the base layer data or the enhancement layer data transmitted in

real-time (RT) or non real-time (NRT), information describing a relationship between

the base layer data and the enhancement layer data is necessary. For example, when the

base layer data is transmitted in non real-time (NRT) and is stored in the receiver and

the enhancement layer data is transmitted in real-time (RT), information indicating

when the stored base layer data may be output together with the enhancement layer

data of which program may be transmitted and received.

[62] In the case where the base layer data or the enhancement layer data is transmitted as

the non real-time (NRT) service, an NRT data descriptor is transmitted and received

earlier than or simultaneously with the non real-time (NRT) service. The NRT data de

scriptor may include a descriptor of real-time (RT) data information capable of being

combined with the non real-time (NRT) data. A RT data descriptor may be transmitted

separately from the NRT data descriptor. In addition, the stored non real-time (NRT)

data and the real-time (RT) data are combined using the RT data descriptor. The real

time (RT) data or the non real-time (NRT) data may become the base layer data or the

enhancement layer data. Accordingly, high-quality video/audio data may be played

back via the channel for transmitting the real-time (RT)/non real-time (NRT) data.

[63] Hereinafter, the first embodiment and the second embodiment will be sequentially

described.

[64] FIG. 4 is a viewshowing a program descriptor including storage permission in

formation of enhancement layer data. In the case where the base layer data or the en

hancement layer data of aprogram is transmitted, a program descriptor including

storage permission information of the enhancement layer data of the program may be

first transmitted and received. The program descriptor may include a channel

identifier, a program identifier, a base layer data identifier and an enhancement layer

data identifier.

[65] The channel identifier indicates the identifier of a channel capable of receiving a

program. In the case where the receiver is a terrestrial or cable broadcasting receiver,

the channel identifier may become the identifier of a physical channel or a logical

channel. For example, the channel identifier may include information such as a carrier

frequency, a channel transmitting subscriber identification (TSID), a program number

and a source ID. In the case where the receiver receives the program using the Internet

like Internet protocol television (IPTV), Internet protocol (IP) address information or

flute session information may become the channel identifier.The receiver may tune to a

service location using the channel identifier.

[66] The program identifier indicates the identifier of a program or an event of service



data transmitted using the channel, the IP address or the session indicated by the

channel identifier. The program or the event is an element included in one service and

may include video, audio and data broadcasting data. The program identifier may

include a program number, a major/minor channel identifier, a content id and an event

id.

[67] The base layer data identifier or the enhancement layer identifier includes in

formation capable of identifying the base layer data or the enhancement layer data

included in a high-quality program. For example, in the case of an IP/user datagram

protocol (UDP), the base layer or the enhancement layer may be identified using a port

number of a UDP header. The base layer data identifier or the enhancement layer data

identifier may be identified bya packet identifier (PID) or a new stream type. The more

detailed embodiment of FIG. 4 will be described later.

[68] The storage permission information of the enhancement layer data may be

transmitted such that the high-resolution video/audio data is prevented from being

freely duplicated.

[69] FIG. 5 is a view showing an example of an enhancement layer descriptor including

storage permission information of enhancement layer data. The storage permission in

formation of the enhancement layer data includes a program identifier, enhancement

layer attribute information and a record enable field.

[70] The program identifier indicates a program identifier associated with the en

hancement layer data. The enhancement layer attribute information is attribute in

formation defined in the SVC and may include information for referring to coding in

formation when the receiver combines data coded by the SVC scheme. For example,

the enhancement layer attribute information of video data may include

nal_unit_header_svc_extension defined in IS(MEC 14496-10 annex G and a video

attribute descriptor. The video attribute description may become, for example, in

formation such as a scalability type, a video frame rate or resolution when the en

hancement layer data is decoded.

[71] The storage permission information indicates information indicating whether or not

the enhancement layer data of the SVC data can be stored. The detailed example

thereof will be described with reference to the following figures.

[72] Accordingly, the storage permission information of the enhancement layer data of the

data coded by the SVC scheme can be transmitted and received, and the receiver stores

the enhancement layer data according to the storage permission information.

Therefore, it is possible to prevent the unauthorized duplication of the contents of the

SVC scheme. The enhancement layer descriptor may have a format of a table section

or an extensible markup language (XML) and the detailed example thereof will be

described later.



[73] FIG. 6 is a view showing an example of storage permission information. The storage

permission information indicates information for controlling the storage of the en

hancement layer data by the receiver.

[74] In this example, "no recording"is information for disallowing the receiver to store the

enhancement layer data. "Buffering for time-shift allowed" allows the receiver to store

the enhancement layer data only for a time-shift function. The time-shift function

refers to a function for temporarily storing received data and then outputting the

storeddata so as to output a video signal later than the general case where received data

is immediately decoded and output. Accordingly, a receiver which cannot process SVC

data or does not have the time-shift function cannot storethe enhancement layer data

according to this information.

[75] "Recording allowed with expiration date"indicates a record enable field for allowing

the receiver to store the enhancement layer data only during a limited period.

[76] "Recording allowed with limited number of playback" indicates information for

allowing the receiver to storethe enhancement layer data only until a limited number of

playback events is reached and deleting the stored enhanced layer data when the

limited number of playback events is exceeded.

[77] "Permanent storage allowed"indicates information for allowing the receiver to store

the enhancement layer data.

[78] FIG. 7 is a view in detail showing a program descriptor including storage permission

information of an enhancement layer of a high-quality program. The program de

scriptor has a format of a table section. The enhancement layer descriptor may be

transmitted in a state of being included in a virtual channel table (VCT) or a program

map table (PMT). In this figure, the table section of the program descriptor is called

video_layer_info_table_section. A table_ID field indicates the identifier of this table

and may include a zero field and a reserved field. A section_length field indicates the

length of the section, and a protocol_version field includes version information of the

table section after a zero field.

[79] A first_index field indicates the index of an enhancement layer data unit described in

this table section. In the case where one or more enhancement layer data units are

transmitted, the first_index field may indicate the index information of the data units

by values of 1 to 255.

[80] A number_of_programs field indicates the number of programs corresponding to the

enhancement layer data.

[81] With respect to each program, information about a channel for transmitting each

program may be defined using a major_channel_number field, a

minor_channel_number field and a channel_TSID field. At least one of these three

fields may correspond to the channel identifier of Fig. 4.



[82] In addition, a program_number field and a source_id field becomethe identifier of

each program. At least one of these two fields may correspond to the program

identifier of FIG. 4.

[83] In addition, a base_layer_video_PID field and an enhancement_layer_video_PID

field indicate transmission PIDs ofthe base layer data and the enhancement layer data,

respectively. These two fields may become the base layer video identifier and the en

hancement layer video identifier of FIG. 4, respectively.

[84] As the enhancement layer descriptor, a descriptor describing the enhancement layer

data may be included in this table section.

[85] FIG. 8 is a view showing a detailed example of a descriptor describing enhancement

layer data.

[86] A descriptor_tag field and a descriptor_length field indicate the identifier and the

length of this descriptor, respectively.

[87] An enhancement_layer_video_PID field is the identifier of a packet for transmitting

the enhancement layer data. The enhancement_layer_video_PID field may correspond

to the enhancement_layer_video_PID described in the video_layer_info_table_section

which is the program descriptor.

[88] An enhancementjype field may indicate a value such as spatial scalability,

temporary scalability or signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) (quality) scalability. The receiver

can know the scalability type of the enhancement_layer_data using this value.

[89] A video_width field and a video_height field indicate the width and the height of

high-quality video data played back on a screen, respectively. A frame_rate field and a

video_bit_rate field indicate the frame rate and the video bit rate of described video

data, respectively.

[90] A record_enable_code field indicates the storage permission information of the en

hancement layer data and may become the values shown in FIG. 6.

[91] A record_attributes field may control a stored stream according to the

record_enable_code field in the case where the receiver stores the enhancement layer

data. For example, the record_attributes field may indicate an expiration date or time in

the case where the record_enable_code field is "recording allowed with expiration

date". Alternatively, the record_attributes field may relatively represent a storable date.

That is, if this field has a value of n, the receiver may delete the enhancement layer

data after n days from a time point when the enhancement layer data is stored.

[92] If the record_enable_code has a value corresponding to "recording allowed with

limited number of playback", the record_attributes field may indicate the number of

playback events of the stream.

[93] If the record_enable_code has a value corresponding to "buffering for time-shift

allowed" and the record_attributes field has a value of 0, the receiver performs a time-



shift function within an allowable time range. Alternatively, if the record_enable_code

has a value corresponding to "buffering for time-shift allowed", the record_attributes

field may indicate a time (for example, in the unit of seconds) for performing the time-

shift function by the receiver.

[94] FIG. 9 is a view showing a method of receiving a broadcasting signal according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

[95] A program descriptor including storage permission information of enhancement layer

data of a program A is received (Sl 10). The program descriptor including the storage

permission information of the enhancement layer data of the program A may be

received in a state of being included in a table section (FIG. 7) or IP packet.

[96] The base layer data and the enhancement layer data of the program A are received

(S 120). If the enhancement layer data of the program A may be stored according to the

program descriptor (yes, in a step S130), the value of the storage permission in

formation (record enable field) of the enhancement layer data is determined (S 140).

[97] The enhancement layer data of the program A is stored according to the storage

permission information of the enhancement layer data of the program A (S 150). The

example of the storage permission information may have the values shown in FIG. 6.

[98] For example, if the storage permission information does not permit the storage of the

enhancement layer data, the enhancement layer data of the program A is not stored, but

only the base layer data is stored (S 151).

[99] Alternatively, the storage permission information may be information which permits

only the temporary storage of the enhancement layer data of the program A. In this

case, the enhancement layer data of the program A is temporarily store for a time-shift

function (S 153).

[100] If the storage permission information is information for limiting the playback of the

enhancement layer data by the limited number or the limited time, the enhancement

layer data of the program A is stored until the playback is performed by the limited

number or the limited time (S 155).

[101] If the storage permission information is information for recording the enhancement

layer data without limitation, the enhancement layer data is permanently stored (S157).

[102] If the enhancement layer of the program A cannot be stored (no in the step S130), the

enhancement layer data associated with the program A is not stored. Accordingly, only

when the program A is viewed in real-time (RT), high-quality video data can be

viewed (S160).

[103] The base layer or the enhancement layer may be transmitted in real-time (RT) or non

real-time (NRT). In this case, the storage permission information of the enhancement

layer data may be also included in an enhancement layer data descriptor. This em

bodiment will be described later.



[104] Accordingly, the storage permission information for selectively storing the en

hancement layer data of the program A is stored such that only an authorized user or a

receiver including a specific function can play back and store a program provided as a

high-quality service.

[105] FIG. 10 is a view showing an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal according

to an embodiment of the present invention. Although, in the apparatus for receiving the

broadcasting signal, an example of storing SVC enhancement layer data transmitted in

non real-time (NRT) using storage permission information and outputting a high-

quality video signal is disclosed, the same scheme is applicable to audio data or data

coded by the MVC scheme. The apparatus for receiving the broadcasting signal

according to the embodiment of the present invention includes a stream demultiplexer

0, a stream filter 1, a storage control unit 2, a metadata generator 3, a storage unit 4, a

video demultiplexer 5, a first decoder 6, a second decoder 7, a first video memory 8, a

second video memory 9, and a video combiner 10.

[106] The stream demultiplexer 0 may receive a multiplexed broadcast stream, divide the

received broadcast stream into a stream to be stored and a stream to be output, and

output the divided streams. For example, in order to store the received high-quality

video signal without change, the video demultiplexer 5 divides and outputs base layer

data and enhancement layer data.

[107] The first decoder 6 decodes the enhancement layer data, and the second decoder 7

decodes the base layer data. For example, the first decoder 6 and the second decoder 7

may decode video data configured by a video algorithm such as an H.264 algorithm.

The first video memory 8 stores the decoded enhancement layer data, and the second

video memory 9 stores the decoded base layer data. The video combiner 10 may

combine the base layer data and the enhancement layer data using inter-layer

predication and output high-quality video data. If the video data of the base layer

decoded by the second decoder 7 is output, low-quality video data is output. The first

decoder 6 and the second decoder 7 decode the base layer data and the enhancement

layer data transmitted in real-time (RT) such that high-quality video data is displayed.

[108] Although not shown in the figure, the stream demultiplexer 0 may receive a program

descriptor describing the enhancement layer data of the program A to be received and

played back in non real-time (NRT) or in real-time (RT) and demultiplex the program

descriptor. The examples of the program descriptor are shown in FIGs. 4, 5, 7 and 8.

The program descriptor may be decoded and stored in the storage unit 4 or may be

stored in a separate program descriptor storage unit (not shown).

[109] In the case where the enhancement layer data is transmitted in non real-time (NRT),

the stream demultiplexer 0 may demultiplex a stream transmitted in non real-time

(NRT) according to the program descriptor. For example, the data transmitted in non



real-time (NRT) may be identified by a specific PID, and may be identified by a port

number or the like of a UDP headerif it is transmitted by an IP/UDP stream.

[110] The stream filter 1 described herein may selectively filter the enhancement layer data

based on the PID of the packet transmitted in non real-time (NRT) according to an en

hancement layer descriptor of the program descriptor.

[Ill] That is, the program A which is transmitted in real-time (RT) and is composed of

only the base layer is played back in real-time (RT) using the video demultiplexer 5

and the second decoder 7, and an enhancement layer descriptor and enhancement layer

data associated with a program B which is not currently broadcasted may be

transmitted together with the program A. The enhancement layer descriptor and the en

hancement layer data are stored in the storage unit 4 via the stream filter 1 and the

storage control unit 2. When the data is stored in the storage unit 4, metadata of the en

hancement layer data may be generated and stored in a metadata storage unit of the

storage unit 4. If the base layer data of the program B is broadcasted later, the receiver

may combine the stored enhancement layer data and the base layer which is being

broadcasted and play back the program with high quality.

[112] The storage control unit 2 stores the enhancement layer data in the storage unit 4

according to the storage permission information of the program descriptor. For

example, the storage control unit 2 may store a packet corresponding to the en

hancement layer data using the PID of the enhancement layer data. The storage

permission information is shown in FIG. 6. The enhancement layer data may not be

stored, may be limitedly stored or may be permanently stored according to the storage

permission information. If the storage is limited, the data may be temporarily stored,

stored only during a specific period, or played back by a specific number, in order to

perform a time shifting function.

[113] At this time, the metadata generator 3 may separately generate and store metadata of

the enhancement layer data in the storage unit 4. The metadata may include in

formation such as a playback time point (a start time or an end time) of the en

hancement layer data or a video data frame or a playback section corresponding to a

specific time point. The metadata generator 3 may generate metadata in the unit of

transport packets and store the generated metadata.

[114] The enhancement layer data may be uploaded using a descriptor of layer data

obtained from a broadcasting signal and be decoded together with the base layer data.

The detailed example thereof will be described later.

[115] The storage control unit 2 may upload the enhancement layer data from the storage

unit 4 using the program descriptoror the metadata. The uploaded enhancement layer

data may be input to and be decoded by the first decoder 6 according to the storage

permission information.



[116] The enhancement layer data received in non real-time (NRT) according to the

described program descriptor or the storage permission information may be combined

with the base layer data transmitted in real-time (RT) or non real-time (NRT) such that

high-quality video data is output.

[117] Although the process of processing the video data is described, the stream demul

tiplexer Omay demultiplex, for example, the stream data in which video data and audio

data are encapsulated. The demultiplexed video/audio data may be stored in the encap

sulation units.

[118] Hereinafter, an embodiment of transmitting the base layer data and the enhancement

layer data in a state of being divided into real-time (RT) data and non real-time (NRT)

data and preventing the duplication of a high-quality program will be described.

[119] A conventional pay-per-view (PPV) program limitsthe use of a service using a

service protection method such as a Conditional Access System (CAS). However, in

this method, the unauthorized duplication of the service may be allowed if the CAS

algorithm is destroyed.

[120] Here, an embodiment of transmitting base layer data of a program to be protected in

real-time (RT)and transmitting enhancement layer data in non real-time (NRT) or

transmitting the base layer data in non real-time (NRT) and transmitting the en

hancement layer data in real-time (RT) so as to transmit the service will be described.

Since a high-quality program can be obtained by combining the base layer data and the

enhancement layer data, it is possible to limit the viewing and the duplication of the

high-quality program.

[121] Hereinafter, in the case where any one of the base layer data or the enhancement

layer data is transmitted in non real-time (NRT) or in real-time (RT), information de

scribing that layer data is transmitted. In addition, an embodiment of transmitting a

layer data descriptor in real-time (RT) or non real-time (NRT) so as to combine with

data transmitted in real-time (RT) or non real-time (NRT) will be described. The layer

data descriptor may be transmitted according to Internet Protocol (IP) or may be

transmitted in the form ofa table section such as Program System Information

(PSiyProgram System Information Protocol (PSIP). If the layer data descriptor is

transmitted according to IP, the layer data descriptor can be accessed according to a

Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) like Electronic Service Guide (ESG) or Electronic

Program Guide (EPG) transmission. Here, an example of transmitting the layer data

descriptor in the form of the table section will be described.

[122] FIG. 11 is a view showing a layer data descriptor.The layer data descriptor may

describe specific layer data transmitted as real-time (RT) service data or non real-time

(NRT) service data. For convenience of description, for example, the case where the

specific layer data is transmitted as the non real-time (NRT) service data will be



described.

[123] Accordingly, the layer data descriptor described herein may describe base layer data

or enhancement layer data transmitted as the non real-time (NRT) service data. In

detail, examples of the layer data descriptor may include a channel identifier, a

program identifier, a service type, a layer type and an NRT descriptor.

[124] The channel identifier indicates the identifier of a channel for receiving non real-time

(NRT) data. In the case where the receiver receives a service via the internet like an

IPTV, the channel identifier may become IP address information or flute session in

formation. The receiver may receive the service from a service location identified

using this information.

[125] The program identifier indicates the identifier of an event or a program of service

data transmitted using a channel, an IP address, or a session displayed by the channel

identifier. The program or the event is an element included in one service and may

include video, audio and associated data. For example, the program identifier may

include a program number, a major/minor channel identifier, a content id, and an event

id.

[126] The service type indicates whether or not the data to be described is real-time (RT)

service data or non real-time (NRT) service data. Since an example in which base layer

data or enhancement layer data is transmitted as the non real-time (NRT) service is

disclosed, the service type may indicate the non real-time (NRT) service.

[127] The layer type indicates whether data transmitted according to the service type is

base layer data or enhancement layer data.

[128] The layer data descriptor may include an NRT descriptor. The NRT descriptor may

describe non real-time (NRT) service data identified by the layer data descriptor in

detail. This will be described in detail.

[129] FIG. 12 is a view showing information included in the NRTdescriptor of FIG. 11.

The NRT descriptor may describe a file descriptor, a start time, an end time and a s

sociated metadata.

[130] The file descriptor includes information about a file identifier, a file identifier, a file

locator, a file type, a file size, a file attribute of a file transmitted in non real-time

(NRT).

[131] The file name indicates the file name of the file transmitted in non real-time (NRT).

The file identifier does not indicate the identifier of a broadcast stream, but indicates

the identifier of the file. The file name may be used as information for identifying a

program.

[132] The file locator is a location where the file transmitted in non real-time (NRT)can be

received, and may include information such as IP packet transmitted by a broadcasting

signal. The file type may indicate whether the file is an audio file or a video file. The



file size may indicate the size of the file transmitted in non real-time (NRT). The file

attribute is attribute information of data transmitted in non real-time (NRT), and may

include information about a frame rate, video resolution, a bitrate and a codec kind if

the data is the video data.

[133] The start time and the end time respectively indicate a transmission start time and a

transmission end time of the file transmitted in non real-time (NRT). If the start time

and the end time are used, it is determined when the non real-time (NRT) file can be

received. The NRT descriptor may include information about a start time and a

duration, instead of the start time and the end time.

[134] The associated metadata may describe data associated with the file transmitted in non

real-time (NRT). That is, if the non real-time (NRT) file is base layer data, the a s

sociated metadata indicates metadata of enhancement layer data transmitted in non

real-time (NRT) or real-time (RT) and, if the non real-time (NRT) fileis enhancement

layer data, the associated metadata indicates metadata of base layer data transmitted in

non real-time (NRT) or real-time (RT). The associated metadata may include schedule

information of the associated data.

[135] The associated metadata may include an associated data descriptor, associated data

schedule information and detailed information of associated data (associated layer

video information).

[136] The associated data descriptor may include a descriptor describing enhancement

layer data or base layer data which is associated data of data transmitted in non real

time (NRT). This will be disclosed in the following detailed embodiment.

[137] The associated metadata includes time information of the associated data of non real

time (NRT) data, and may include, for example, transmission start and end times of

data transmitted in real-time (RT). Alternatively, the associated metadata may include

a transmission start time and a duration of the real-time (RT) data.

[138] The detailed information of the associated layer data (associated layer information)

may additionally include detailed information of other real-time (RT) data.

[139] The associated metadata or the associated data descriptor may be included in another

PSI/PSIP table section or layer data descriptor, instead of the NRT descriptor.

[140] FIG. 13 is a view showing a detailed example of the associated data descriptor. If the

layer data descriptor includes base layer data (or enhancement layer data) transmitted

in non real-time (NRT), the associated data descriptor maydescribe enhancement layer

data (or base layer data) transmitted in real-time (RT). The layer data descriptor may

describe base layer data (or enhancement layer data) which is real-time (RT) data, and

the associated data descriptor may describe enhancement layer data (or base layer data)

which is non real-time (NRT) data.

[141] The associated data descriptor may include a channel identifier, a program identifier,



a service type, a layer type, an associated layer identifier, a previous schedule override

flag, and associated layer information.

[142] The channel identifier is the identifier of a channel for transmitting real-time

(RT)data associated with non real-time (NRT) data, and the program identifier

indicates the program identifier of the real-time (RT) data.

[143] The service type indicates the service type of the real-time (RT) data. For example,

the service type may indicate whether the data is a video service or an audio service.

[144] The layer type indicates whether the real-time (RT) data is base layer data or en

hancement layer data.

[145] The associated layer identifier indicates the transmission identifier of data according

to the layer type. For example, the associated layer identifier may have an IP address

and a port number if the associated layer data is transmitted according to the IP and

may have a PID value if the associated layer data is transmitted according to MPEG-2

TS.

[146] The previous schedule override flag is information for determining whether or not

previous schedule information (that is, the start time/end time in the above-described

example) is overridden if the associated data descriptor is continuously transmitted. A l

ternatively, the previous schedule override flag may be valid if the associated data de

scriptor (or the associated metadata) is transmitted separately from the layer data de

scriptor or the NRT descriptor.

[147] For example, the schedule information of the associated data (base or enhancement

layer data) may be transmitted in a state of being included in the layer data descriptor,

or the schedule information of real-time (RT) data associated with non real-time (NRT)

data may be transmitted in a state of being included in the NRT descriptor. In this case,

it may be indicated whether the schedule information of the transmitted layer data de

scriptor or the schedule information of the associated data descriptor (or the associated

metadata) is used.

[148] In more detail, it is assumed that the schedule information capable of receiving

second layer data associated with first layer data is transmitted in a state of being

included in information describing the first layer data. In this case, the associated data

descriptor (or the associated metadata) describing the second layer data may be

transmitted in a state of being included in a table such as an EPG an ESG having

schedule information different from the above-described schedule information and

another PSIP.

[149] Accordingly, this associated data descriptor (or the associated metadata) may be

matched with the schedule information included in the EPG, the ESG or the PSIP. The

previous schedule override flag may indicate which of two pieces of schedule in

formation is used for allowing the receiver to receive the second layer data.



[150] For example, if the previous schedule override flag of the associated data descriptor

is set to 0, the start and end times included in the associated data descriptor may be set

to the reception start and end times of the second layer data, respectively. If the

previous schedule override flag of the associated data descriptor is set to 1, the

schedule information of the second associated data descriptor may be ignored and the

schedule information included in the EPG, the ESG and the PSIP may be used for the

second layer data reception time. That is, if the previous schedule override flag is set to

1, the start time and the end time included in the second layer data descriptor received

in advance are updated to the start time and the end time included in the EPG, the ESG

and the PSIP. The previous schedule override flag may indicate whether or not the

reception schedule information of the associated data is updated. This will be described

in detail later with reference to FIGs. 14 and 20.

[151] The associated layer information may include nal_unit_header_svc_extension, which

is SVC-associated encoding information defined in ISO/IEC 14496-10 annex, and a

video attribute descriptor, if the associated layer data is video data. For example, the

video attribute descriptor may include information such as a scalability type, a video

frame rate and resolution, in the case where the associated layer data is decoded.

[152] FIG. 14 is a view showing an event information table (EIT) which may include the

associated data descriptor.

[153] A table_id field (8 bits) indicates the identifier of the EIT section. A

section_syntax_indicator ( 1 bit) indicates that the EIT uses the MPEG long-form

syntax.

[154] A private_indicator field ( 1 bit) is set to 1 in the PSIP.

[155] Areserved field (2 bits) is a reserved region which is set to 11.

[156] A section_length field (12 bits) indicates the length of the EIT section.

[157] A source_id field (16 bits) indicates the identifier of a source associated with the EIT.

[158] A reserve field (2 bits) is a reserved region which is set to 11.

[159] A version_number field (5 bits) indicates the version of the table section, and the

version_number field value is changed when the contents of the table are changed.

[160] A current_next_indicator field ( 1 bit) indicates whether the EIT section is currently

or next applied.

[161] A section_number field (8 bits) indicates the number of sections in which event in

formation is transmitted, that is, the serial number of the section. This value is

increased from 0 one by one as the section is increased.

[162] A last_section_number field (8 bits) indicates the last section number of the table

section.

[163] A protocol_version field (8 bits) indicates the protocol version of this table section.

[164] A num_events_in_section field (8 bits) indicates the number of events included in the



table section.

[165] A reserved field (2 bits) is a reserved region which is set to 11.

[166] An event_id field (16 bits) indicates the identifier of the event to be described.

[167] A start_time field (40 bits) indicates the start time of the event in a Universal Time

Coordinated (UTC).

[168] An ETM_location field (2 bits) indicates whether or not an extended text table (ETT)

text is applied to a current event.

[169] A length_in_seconds field (20 bits) indicates the duration of the event in seconds.

[170] A title_length field (8 bits) indicates the length of a next string.

[171] Atitle_text field () indicates the structure of a string for encoding the title of the

event.

[172] A reserved field (4 bits) indicates a reserved region having 4 bits.

[173] A descriptors_length indicates the length of the following descriptors.

[174] The above-described NRT descriptor or associated data descriptor may be included

in descriptorO such that the layer data of the event according to the event identifier is

described.

[175] The EIT includes the identifier of the event, and that event may be identified by the

start time (start time field) and the length (length_in_seconds field) of that event. If the

EIT includes the associated data descriptor, the receiver may update the schedule in

formation tothe start time field and the length_in_seconds field of the EIT according to

the previous schedule override flag value of the associated data descriptor, although

the schedule information is included in the NRT descriptor in advance. That is, the

time information of the event included in the EIT may be used as the reception

schedule information of the base layer data or the enhancement layer data. The receiver

may update the schedule information to the time information included in the EPG or

the ESG information or the PSIP such as the EIT. Alternatively, in the case where the

associated data descriptor is transmitted several times, the schedule information of the

associated data descriptor which is transmitted later may be used.

[176] FIG. 15 is a view showing a table section as a detailed example describing layer data

descriptor. Here, the table section describing the layer data is called

video_layer_service_table_section().

[177] A table_id field indicates the identifier of the layer data descriptor table.

[178] A section_length field indicates the length of the layer data descriptor table section.

A protocol_version field includes the version information of the layer data descriptor

table section.

[179] A first_index field indicates the index of a layer data unit described by this table

section and may have a value of 1 to 255. A number_of_services field indicates the

number of pieces of layer data described.



[180] A number_of_programs indicates the number of programs corresponding to the base

or enhancement layer data to be described.

[181] With respect to the base or enhancement layer data, a major channel number, a minor

channel number and a channel TSID correspond to the identifiers of the channels for

delivering the layer data.

[182] A program_number field and a source_id field are the identifiers of the program

including the layer data, and may correspond to the program identifier of FIG. 11.

[183] A servicejype field indicates whether the described layer data is non real-time

(NRT) service data or RT service data.

[184] A stream_layer_type field indicates whether the described data is base layer data or

enhancement layer data, and corresponds to the layerjype of FIG. 11.

[185] A previous_schedule_override_flag field corresponds to the above-described

previous schedule override flag. The receiver may determine whether or not the

schedule information in which the layer data is transmitted is overridden using this

field value.

[186] A service_stream_PID field indicates the PID of the transport packet in which the

base or enhancement layer data is transmitted.

[187] A transmission_start_time field and a transmission_end_time field indicate the

transmission start time and the transmission end time of the base or enhancement layer

data, respectively.

[188] As the descriptor, the associated data descriptor of FIG. 13 may be located or the

NRT descriptor may be located.

[189] FIG. 16 is a view showing a detailed example of the NRT descriptor. Here, the NRT

descriptor is called a file descriptor. The file_descriptor includes the information

described with reference to FIG. 12.

[190] A descriptor_tag and a descriptor_length indicate the identifier and the length of the

file_descriptor, respectively.

[191] A file_name indicates the name of the file described, and a file_id indicates the

identifier of the file. A file_locator is location information capable of receiving the file,

which, for example, may describe an IP address using 32 bits of 48 bits and describe a

port number using 16 bits. A filejype indicates the type of contents, that is, indicates

whether the data transmitted by the file is audio data or video data.

[192] A file_size indicates the size of the file, and a codecjype indicates a coding

algorithm for coding/decoding the file. For example, H.264, MPEG-2 or SVC en

hancement video may correspond to the codecjype. A video_width and a

video_height respectively indicate the width and the height of the video displayed on a

screen by that video data if the file includes the video data.

[193] A frame_rate indicates the video frame rate of the video data, a run_time indicates a



time consumed when the video stream is played back from beginning to end in

seconds.

[194] This file descriptor may be included in the PSI/PSIP such as a PMT or a VCT in

addition to the above-described layer data descriptor.

[195] FIG. 17 is a view in detail showing the associated data descriptor.

[196] As described above, the associated data descriptor includes information describing

enhancement layer data with respect to base layer data and includes information de

scribing base layer data with respect to enhancement layer data. That is, in the case

where the base and enhancement layer data is independently transmitted, com

plimentary layer data of one layer data is described. For example, in the case where in

formation describing or announcing a base layer video stream of a specific program

using layer data descriptor(Video Layer Service Table (VLST)) is received by the

receiver, information about an enhancement layer video stream corresponding thereto

may be described by the associated data descriptor.

[197] For example, when the base layer video of the program A is a stream B and the en

hancement layer video is a stream C, the receiver receives first layer data descriptor a

including the announcement information of the stream B. In addition, the an

nouncement information of the stream C can be acquired using the associated data de

scriptor included in the first layer data descriptor a.

[198] In addition, the announcement information of the stream C may be received using

second layer descriptor. At this time, in the case where schedule information different

from information included in the announcement information of the stream B is

included in the second layer data descriptorb, the previous_schedule_override_flag is

set to "1". Then, the receiver may update the announcement information of the stream

C by referring to the second layer descriptor b.

[199] Hereinafter, the fields will be described in detail.

[200] A descriptor_tag field and a descriptor_length field indicate the identifier and the

length of the associated data descriptor, respectively.

[201] An associated_data_major_channel field and an associated_data_minor_channel field

indicate a major channel and a minor channel in which the associated data is

transmitted, respectively.

[202] An associated_data_channel_TSID field indicates the identifier of a transport stream

in which a channel for transmitting the associated_data is transmitted.

[203] An associated_data_program_number field indicates the program number of the as-

sociated_data. An associated_data_source_id field indicates the identifier of the source

of the associated_data.

[204] The associated_data_service_type field is the service type of the associated_data and

indicates the detailed service type such as a video service or an audio service.



[205] An associated_data_layer_type field may indicate whether the associated_data is

base layer data or enhancement layer data.

[206] An associated_data_transmission_start_time field indicates the transmission start

time of the associated_data, and an associated_data_transmission_end_time field

indicates the transmission end time of the associated_data. The end time may be

changed to the transmission duration of the associated_data.

[207] An associated_data_elementary_PID field indicates the identifier of a packet for

transmitting an elementary stream included in the associated_data. An as-

sociated_data_video_width field and an associated_data_video_height field indicate

the width and the height displayed on a screen in the case where the associated_data is

video data, respectively.

[208] An associated_frame_rate field and an associated_data_bit_rate field may describe

the frame rate and the bitrate of the associated_data, respectively.

[209] FIG. 18 is a view showing a descriptor describing the attribute of a file. The de

scriptor describing the attribute of the file describes the attribute of a file or layer data

received in non real-time (NRT) or real-time (RT) such that it is determined whether or

not the file or the layer data received by the receiver in non real-time (NRT)or RT can

be played back by the receiver.

[210] A descriptor_tag and a descriptor_length may be the identifier and the length of this

descriptor, respectively.

[211] A file type indicates the attribute of the file transmitted in non real-time (NRT) or

real-time (RT). For example, the file transmitted in non real-time (NRT) or real-time

(RT) may have the attributes such as TS, MPEG-4, ES or IP datagram.

[212] A mediajype is the type of the media of the file transmitted in non real-time (NRT)

or real-time (RT) and may have, for example, the media type such as video only, audio

only, video and audio, or data.

[213] The attribute of the layer data may be described by the number of media types.

[214] A componentjype indicates the type of the component included in the media of each

file. For example, the components included in the media may include video, audio and

data.

[215] A codecjype is a coding/decoding type of the media and may be a video coding

scheme or an audio coding scheme such as MPEG-2, H.264 or HE-AAC.

[216] A profile_level_val indicates a value for identifying the profile or the level for each

coding scheme.

[217] A content_protection_flag is a value indicating whether or not a protection algorithm

is applied to the contents included in the file. If the content_protection_flag is 1, the

content protection algorithm is applied, and, if the content_protection_flag is 0, the

content protection algorithm is not applied. If the content protection algorithm is



applied, a decryption key may be required to play back the contents.

[218] A service_protection_flag indicates whether or not a service protection algorithm is

applied. For example, if this flag is 1, the service protection algorithm is applied. If the

service protection algorithm is applied, a decryption key is required to receive or

download the file.

[219] FIG. 19 is a view showing a method of receiving specific layer data transmitted in

non real-time (NRT) using an NRT descriptor, that is, layer data descriptor, according

to an embodiment of the present invention.

[220] First, the NRT descriptor is received (S210). The NRT descriptor may be included in

the layer data descriptorand the detailed example thereof is shown in FIG. 16.

[221] In the case where the service type of the data described by the layer data descriptor

corresponds to a non real-time (NRT) service (S220), the NRT descriptor is parsed

(S230).

[222] If the current time is the start time described in the NRT descriptor (S240), non real

time (NRT)service data in the received broadcasting signal is received using the in

formation included in the NRT descriptor (S250).

[223] The file received as non real-time (NRT) data is stored (S260). The non real-time

(NRT)data may be base layer data or enhancement layer data.

[224] The non real-time (NRT) data is stored until the current time reaches the end time of

the descriptor of the non real-time (NRT) data (S270).

[225] Accordingly, the base layer data or the enhancement layer data included in the

broadcasting signal is received and stored using the NRT descriptor in the layer data

descriptor.

[226] The user's receiver which can receive a high-quality service may output high-quality

media by combining the stored base layer data or enhancement layer data with en

hancement layer data or base layer data received in real-time (RT).

[227] FIG. 20 is a view showing a method of updating schedule information using a

previous schedule override flag included in an associated data descriptor or associated

metadata according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[228] The descriptor or the layer descriptor including the schedule information is received

and stored (S3 10). The schedule information of second layer data associated with a

first layer may be included in the layer data descriptor describing the first layer data or

the layer data descriptor describing the second layer data, or may be included in the

NRT descriptor or the associated data descriptor included in the layer data descriptor.

[229] It is determined whether or not the stored schedule information is available using the

previous schedule override flag included in the received descriptor or layer data de

scriptor (S320). For example, if the schedule information different from the stored

schedule information is included in a PSIP table, an EPG or an ESG, the schedule in-



formation received and stored in the step S3 10 may not be used.

[230] Accordingly, if the previous schedule override flag indicates that the current schedule

information is available (yes in the step S320), the second layer data is received using

the schedule information included in the received layer data descriptor, and the first

layer data and the second layer data are SVC-decoded so as to output high-quality

video data (S330).

[231] Meanwhile, the schedule information may be repeatedly transmitted with respect to

the specific layer data or the schedule information transmitted in advance may be

changed. Accordingly, it needs to be checked which of plural pieces of schedule in

formation is updated.

[232] Accordingly, it is determined whether or not the previous schedule override flag is

set to 1 in the newly received descriptor or layer data descriptor (that is, it is de

termined whether or not the newly received schedule information is available and the

previous schedule information is overridden (S340).

[233] If the previous schedule override flag is set to 1 in the newly received descriptor or

layer data descriptor, the previously received schedule information is ignored and the

schedule information is updated to the start time and the end time of the newly

received schedule information (S350).

[234] If the schedule information which is received and stored is not available (no in

thestep S320), an ESG, an EPG or a PSI/PSIP table section is searched for using the

channel identifier or the program identifier described in the descriptor or the layer data

descriptor including the schedule information (S360).

[235] The schedule information included in the ESG, the EPG or the PSI is obtained

(S370).

[236] The second layer data is received using the obtained schedule information and high-

quality video data is output using the received second layer data (S380).

[237] FIG. 2 1 is a view showing a method of receiving a broadcasting signal including data

transmitted in non real-time (NRT) or real-time (RT), according to an embodiment of

the present invention.

[238] Any one of base layer data or enhancement layer data is received and stored in non

real-time (NRT) (S410). The non real-time (NRT) data may be identified using a

reception channel, a reception time, and receivable contents fields from layer data de

scriptor or the NRT descriptor included in the layer data descriptor.

[239] An associated data descriptor associated with the non real-time (NRT) data is

obtained from the information describing the non real-time (NRT) data (S430). The as

sociated data descriptor is shown in FIG. 17.

[240] A channel for transmitting the associated data is tuned using the parsed associated

data descriptor (S440).



[241] The associated data including the enhancement layer data or the base layer data a s

sociated with the base layer data or the enhancement layer data stored as the non real

time (NRT)service data is received in real-time (RT) (S450).

[242] The stored non real-time (NRT) service data and the real-time (RT)service data are

combined and output (S460). When the base layer data is transmitted as the non real

time (NRT) service data and the enhancement layer data is transmitted in real-time

(RT), the base layer data and the enhancement layer data may be combined and output.

[243] FIG. 22 is a view showing an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal according

to an embodiment of the present invention. The apparatus for receiving the

broadcasting signal may receive enhancement layer data in real-time (RT), receive

base layer data in non real-time (NRT), decode the two pieces of layer datatogether,

and output a high-quality video signal.

[244] The apparatus for receiving the broadcasting signal according to the embodiment of

the present invention includes a stream demultiplexer 11, a system decoder 13, a first

decoder 15, a first memory 19, a file filter 21, a storage control unit 23, a storage unit

25, a second decoder 27, a second memory 29 and a video combiner 17.

[245] The stream demultiplexer 11, the system decoder 13, the first decoder 15 and the first

memory 19 may process data transmitted in real-time (RT), and the file filter 21, the

storage control unit 23, the storage unit 25, the second decoder 27 and the second

memory 29 may process data transmitted in non real-time (NRT).

[246] The apparatus for receiving the broadcasting signal according to the embodiment of

the present invention may receive a table section including an NRT descriptor or layer

data descriptor before data transmitted in non real-time (NRT) is received, and obtain

information about non real-time (NRT) data including the reception time of the non

real-time (NRT) data in advance. In addition, real-time (RT)data associated with the

non real-time (NRT) data can be obtained as the associated data descriptor.

[247] The file filter 2 1 may filter a file including non real-time (NRT) data. The non real

time (NRT)data file may be a file in which base layer data, audio data and metadata of

the base layer data are encapsulated. The metadata may include playback information

of the non real-time (NRT) data. The metadata may be extracted from the encapsulated

file and be stored in a metadata storage unit of the storage unit 25.

[248] The storage control unit 23 may store the received non real-time (NRT) data file in

the storage unit 25 and store the non real-time (NRT) data file using the layer data de

scriptor or the metadata. Although not shown in the figure, a metadata generator for

generating the playback information of the stored base layer data as separate metadata

may be included, and the metadata generator may generate separately the metadata and

store the metadata in the storage unit 25.

[249] The second decoder 27 may decode the base layer data uploaded from the storage



unit 25 and store the decoded base layer data in the second memory 29.

[250] The stream demultiplexer 11 may demultiplex the real-time (RT) data into video,

audio and data streams. The video stream may include enhancement layer data of a

specific program. The system decoder 13 may decode the video data encapsulated in

the video stream and output the video data.

[251] The first decoder 15 may decode enhancement layer data and store the decoded en

hancement layer data in the first memory 19.

[252] The video combiner 17 may decode the enhancement layer data and the base layer

data respectively stored in the first memory 19 and the second memory 29 together and

output a high-quality video signal according to inter-layer prediction.

[253] The video combiner 17 may decode the base layer data and the enhancement layer

data included in aprogram using a specific program identifier in the layer data de

scriptor. The apparatus for receiving the broadcasting signal may identify the non real

time (NRT) data and the real-time (RT) data using a service type of the layer data de

scriptor, and identify the base layer data and the enhancement data using a layer type.

[254] In FIG. 22, the base layer data information transmitted in non real-time (NRT) is

stored in the receiver in advance, and the enhancement layer data transmitted in real

time (RT) is combined with the stored base layer data, thereby outputting high-quality

data. That is, since only the enhancement layer data is transmitted in real-time (RT), a

receiver capable of processing only the base layer data or a user who is authorized to

view only the base layer data cannot process or play back the real-time (RT) broadcast

stream. In the embodiment of FIG. 22, only an authorized user can normally view a

program and a unauthorized user cannot view the program.

[255] FIG. 23 is a view showing an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal according

to another embodiment of the present invention. The apparatus for receiving the

broadcasting signal may receive enhancement layer data in non real-time (NRT),

receive base layer data in real-time (RT), decode the two pieces of layer data together,

and output a high-quality video signal.

[256] The apparatus for receiving the broadcasting signal according to the embodiment of

the present invention includes a stream demultiplexer 31, a system decoder 33, a first

decoder 35, a first memory 37, a file filter 41, a storage control unit 43, a storage unit

45, a second decoder 47, a second memory 49 and a video combiner 50.

[257] The stream demultiplexer 31, the system decoder 33, the first decoder 35 and the first

memory 37 may process real-time (RT)data, and the file filter 41, the storage control

unit 43, the storage unit 45, the second decoder 47 and the second memory 49 may

process non real-time (NRT) data.

[258] The apparatus for receiving the broadcasting signal according to the embodiment of

the present invention may receive a table section including an NRT descriptor or layer



data descriptor before non real-time (NRT) data is received, and obtain information

about non real-time (NRT) data including the reception time of the non real-time

(NRT) data in advance.

[259] The file filter 4 1 may filter a file including non real-time (NRT) data. The non real

time (NRT) data file may be a file in which enhancement layer data, audio data and

metadata of the enhancement layer data are encapsulated. The metadata may include

playback information of the non real-time (NRT)data as described above.

[260] The storage control unit 43 may store the received non real-time (NRT) data file in

the storage unit 45, and store the non real-time (NRT) data file using the layer data de-

scriptoror the metadata. Similarly, in this embodiment, a metadata generator for

generating the playback information of the enhancement layer data as separate

metadata may be included. The metadata generator may generate separately the

metadata and store the metadata in the storage unit 45.

[261] The second decoder 47 may decode the enhancement layer data uploaded from the

storage unit 45 and store the decoded enhancement layer data in the second memory

49.

[262] The stream demultiplexer 31 may demultiplex real-time (RT)data into video, audio

and data streams. The video stream may include base layer data of a specific program.

The system decoder 33 may decode the video data encapsulated in the video stream

and output the video data.

[263] The first decoder 35 may decode base layer data and store the decoded base layer

data in the first memory 37.

[264] The video combiner 50 may decode the base layer data and the enhancement layer

data respectively stored in the first memory 37 and the second memory 49 together,

and output a high-quality video signal according to inter- layer prediction.

[265] In FIG. 23, since the base layer data information is transmitted in real-time (RT), a

user who is not authorized to view the enhancement layer data can view a program

including only the base layer data, but cannot play back or view high-quality data

because the enhancement layer data cannot be received and processed.

[266] In the embodiments of FIGs. 22 and 23, the video combiners 17 and 50 may use the

picture number of a video elementary stream in order to perform synchronization of

two video layers. However, in this case, the first decoders 15 and 35 and the second

decoders 27 and 47 temporarily store the base layer data or the enhancement layer data

in a buffer. The picture number may be allocated in the unit of frames or fields and the

decoding or the display of the video signal may be performed according to the picture

number.

[267] The video/audio data may be transmitted in a state of being encapsulated in the

transport packet of the video/audio data. If the video/audio data is synchronized and



output in an encapsulation layer level, the decoding or the display of the video signal

may be performed according to the picture number allocated to the IP, the UDP or the

RTP packet level.

[268] The storage control units 23 and 43 may upload the base layer (or enhancement

layer) data having a picture number corresponding to the picture number of the en

capsulated enhancement layer (or base layer) data received in real-time (RT). The

video combiners 17 and 50 may combine the enhancement layer (base layer) data and

the base layer (enhancement layer) data based on the picture number and synchronize

the two pieces of layer data transmitted separately. The storage control units 23 and 43

include the respective buffers and respectively upload the base layer (enhancement

layer) data having the necessary picture numbers from the storage units 25 and 45 in

advance. The uploaded data may be output to the first decoder or the second decoder.

[269] FIG. 24 is a view showing an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal according

to another embodiment of the present invention. The apparatus for receiving the

broadcasting signal according to the embodiment of the present invention includes a

stream demultiplexer 51, a system decoder 53, an input switch 55, a first decoder 57, a

first memory 59, a file filter 61, a storage control unit 63, a storage unit 65, a second

decoder 67, a second memory 69, and a video combiner 70.

[270] The apparatus for receiving the broadcasting signal according to the present em

bodiment is similar to the above-described embodiments, except that the input switch

55 obtains identification information indicating whether the data transmitted in real

time (RT) or non real-time (NRT) is base layer data or enhancement layer data and

outputs necessary data to each of the decoders according to the identification in

formation.

[271] The stream demultiplexer 51, the system decoder 53, the first decoder 57 and the first

memory 59 may process the enhancement layer data, and the file filter 61, the storage

control unit 63, the storage unit 65, the second decoder 67, the second memory 69 and

the video combiner 70 may process the base layer data.

[272] The apparatus for receiving the broadcasting signal may receive a table section

including an NRT descriptor or layer data descriptor before data is received in non

real-time (NRT), and obtain information about non real-time (NRT) data including the

reception time of the non real-time (NRT) data in advance.

[273] The file filter 6 1 may filter a file including non real-time (NRT) data. The non real

time (NRT)data file may be a file in which enhancement layer data and metadata of the

enhancement layer data are encapsulated in transport packet. The metadata may

include playback information of the non real-time (NRT) data. The metadata may be

extracted from the encapsulated file and be stored in a metadata storage unit of the

storage unit 65.



[274] The storage control unit 63 may store the received non real-time (NRT) data file in

the storage unit 65, and store the non real-time (NRT) data file using the layer data de-

scriptoror the metadata.

[275] The storage control unit 63 may output the non real-time (NRT) data stored in the

storage unit 65 to the input switch 55.

[276] The stream demultiplexer 5 1 may demultiplex the data transmitted in real-time

(RT)into video, audio and data streams. The video stream may include base layer data

of a specific program. The system decoder 53 may decode the video data encapsulated

in the transport packetof the video stream and output the video data to the input switch

55.

[277] The input switch 55 may identify the base layer data decoded by the system decoder

53 or the enhancement layer data uploaded by the storage control unit 63 and re

spectively output the data to the first decoder 57 and the second decoder 67. The input

switch 55 may obtain the base/enhancement layer data information included in the

layer data descriptor, the NRT descriptor or the associated data descriptor. The in

formation included in the layer data descriptor, the NRT descriptor or the associated

data descriptor was described above.

[278] The first decoder 57 may decode the enhancement layer data and store the decoded

enhancement layer data in the first memory 59.

[279] The second decoder 67 may decode the base layer data and store the decoded base

layer data in the second memory 69.

[280] The video combiner 70 may decode the enhancement layer data and the base re

spectively stored in the first memory 59 and the second memory 69 together and output

a high-quality video signal according to inter-layer prediction.

[28 1] The video combiner 70 may decode the base layer data and the enhancement layer

data included in a program using a specific program identifier in the layer data de

scriptor. The apparatus for receiving the broadcasting signal may identify the non real

time (NRT) data and the real-time (RT) data using a service type of the layer data de

scriptor, and identify the base layer data and the enhancement data using a layer type.

[282] The enhancement layer data may be stored according to the storage permission in

formation in the layer data descriptor. The descriptor including the storage permission

information is shown in FIG. 8.

[283] If the storage of the enhancement layer data is permitted, the enhancement layer data

may be combined with the base layer data transmitted in real-time (RT) and high-

quality video data may be output. If the storage is permitted, the storage may be

limited by a predetermined number or a predetermined time or permanent storage may

be permitted. Alternatively, temporary storage may be permitted only for a specific

function such as a time-shift function.



[284] If the storage of the enhancement layer data is not permitted, low-quality contents

including only the base layer data are output.

[285] FIG. 25 is a view showing an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal according

to another embodiment of the present invention. The apparatus for receiving the

broadcasting signal according to the present embodiment may decode information

about the file attribute of FIG. 18 and determine whether or not the file decoded from

the information about the file attribute is played back by the apparatus for receiving the

broadcasting signal.

[286] The apparatus for receiving the broadcasting signal includes a reception unit 110, a

demodulator 120, a demultiplexer 130, a service decoding module 133, a first switch

135, a content decoding module 137, a first signal parser 141, a second signal parser

145, a storage control unit 150, a temporary storage unit 155, a storage unit 160, a

packet processor 180, a broadcasting descriptor decoder 200, a broadcasting in

formation handler 210, a second switch 220, an audio/video (A/V) decoder 230 and a

control unit 310.

[287] The reception unit 110 may receive, for example, a terrestrial broadcasting signal and

tune to a desired channel of the broadcasting signal. The reception unit 110 may

receive a real-time (RT) stream and an non real-time (NRT) stream.

[288] The demodulator 120 demodulates the received broadcasting signal of the channel

and performs a Vestigial Side Band (VSB) demodulating process if the broadcasting

signal is a VSB modulation signal.

[289] The demultiplexer 130 may demultiplex the broadcasting signal into a real-time (RT)

stream and an non real-time (NRT) stream. For example, the demultiplexer 130 may

demultiplex the broadcasting signal into the real-time (RT) stream and the non real

time (NRT) stream according to a PID.

[290] The contents transmitted in non real-time (NRT) may be transmitted in the form of a

transport packet (TP), an IP packet or a file included in the packet.

[291] The first signal parser 141 may decode a transport file including the contents

transmitted in non real-time (NRT). The first signal parser 141 may obtain metadata of

the non real-time (NRT) file included in the TP. For example, the TP may be parsed

according to the ISO/IEC 13818-6 DSM-CC. If the packet for transmitting the non

real-time (NRT) data is encrypted by a service encryption algorithm, the first signal

parser 141 may decode the non real-time (NRT) data included in the packet. For

example, it is determined whether encryption is performed according to a service

protection flag of the file attribute descriptor shown in FIG. 18, and the first signal

parser 141 may perform a service decryption algorithm in the TP file according to the

file attribute descriptor.

[292] The second signal parser 145 may decode the non real-time (NRT) contents or



metadata included in the IP packet. Alternatively, the second signal parser 145 may

decode a content file object or metadata included in the IP packet. For example, the IP

packet may be included in the TP according to ATSC A/90 or A/92. Alternatively, the

second signal parser 145 may decode non real-time (NRT)contents or metadata having

the format of the file included in the TP. The content file object may be encapsulated

by UDP, Asynchronous Layered Coding (ALC)/Layered Coding Transport(LCT) and

FLUTE according to RFC3926. The second signal parser 145 may decapsulate the en

capsulated file object.

[293] The content encryption module of the second signal parser 145 may encrypt the de-

capsulated file and transmit the encrypted file to the storage control unit 150 such that

the encrypted file is stored in the storage unit 160. The content encryption module may

obtain encryption information of the contents of the obtained file object according to

the file attribute descriptor of the layer data, encrypt the contents according to the in

formation, and output the encrypted contents.

[294] The demultiplexer 130 demultiplexes a real-time (RT)stream. The service decoding

module 133 may decode the encrypted base layer (or enhancement layer) data

according to the file attribute descriptor if the real-time (RT) stream is encrypted.

[295] The decoded real-time (RT) stream is sent to the content encryption module 137 or

transmitted to the first switch 135.

[296] The content encryption module of the second signal processor 145 or the content en

cryption module 137 may encrypt the contents according to the file attribute descriptor.

[297] The storage control unit 150 may store the contents delivered in real-time (RT) in the

storage unit 160, store the contents delivered in non real-time (NRT), or upload the

stored contents. The storage control unit 150 may receive the TP from the first signal

processor 141 or receive a file of the IP packet or the FLUTE session from the second

signal processor 145. The TP, the IP packet or the FLUTE session may include the

contents transmitted in non real-time (NRT).

[298] The storage control unit 150 may include a download control unit for controlling the

download of the contents in the storage unit 160 and an upload control unit for playing

back the contents stored in the storage unit 160. The download control unit may

receive the encrypted file from the content encryption module of the second signal

processor 145 or store the transport stream encrypted by the content encryption module

137 for encrypting the real-time (RT) stream in the storage unit 160.

[299] The upload control unit of the storage control unit 150 may include a switch for

playing back the stored file or the packet. The storage control unit 150 may implement

a personal video recorder (PVR) function and store metadata of the non real-time

(NRT) data generated by the metadata generator. Alternatively, the storage unit 150

may store the metadata included in the PT, the IP packet, or the file transmitted by the



broadcasting signal. The upload control unit of the storage control unit 150 may

decode the contents according to the file attribute descriptor of the file or the packet if

the contents delivered by the uploaded packet or file are encrypted.

[300] The storage control unit 150 may store, may temporarily store or may not store the

non real-time (NRT) data according to the storage permission information of the non

real-time (NRT) data decoded by the broadcasting descriptor decoder 200.

[301] The storage control unit 150 switches the uploaded file or packet such that the

decoded file is delivered to the second switch 220 and the decoded packet is delivered

to the first switch 135.

[302] The storage unit 160 may store contents transmitted in non real-time (NRT),

metadata describing the playback time point of the contents, and a decryption key

transmitted in non real-time (NRT) or real-time (RT).

[303] The first switch 135 selectively outputs the packet transmitted in real-time (RT) or

the packet uploaded from the storage unit 160 although not shown in the figure.

[304] The packet processor 180 may divide the broadcasting descriptor such as the PSI/

PSIP from the TP and reconfigure the TPby a packetized elementary stream (PES).

The packet processor 180 outputs a PSIP table section or layer data descriptor

including an NRT descriptor, an associated data descriptor, and file attribute descriptor

to the broadcasting descriptor decoder 200.

[305] The broadcasting descriptor decoder 200 may decode information indicating whether

or not the received layer data or file is coded or encrypted by an algorithm capable of

decoding the data or file by the apparatus for receiving the broadcasting signal

according to the file attribute information shown in FIG. 18. The apparatus for

receiving the broadcasting signal may determine that only media or the components of

the media coded by the algorithm capable of processing the media are decoded and the

remaining data is not processed, by the decoded information. The service decoding

module 133, the service decoding module of the first signal processor, the content en

cryption module of the second signal processor 145, the content encryption module

137 and the content decoding module of the storage control unit 150 may encrypt and

decrypt the data by the encryption or decryption algorithm included in the file attribute

descriptor decoded by the broadcasting descriptor decoder 200.

[306] The broadcasting descriptor decoder 200 decodes the PSIP table section or the layer

data descriptor, and outputs event information including the schedule information of

the broadcasting descriptor to the broadcasting information handler 210. The

broadcasting information handler 210 may collect the event information of the

broadcasting signal and provide the broadcasting information including the event in

formation to a user.

[307] For example, the broadcasting descriptor decoder 200 may parse the program de-



scriptor including information indicating whether or not data transmitted in non real

time (NRT) is stored in FIG. 7, the layer data descriptor of FIG. 15, the NRT descriptor

of FIG. 16, the associated data descriptor of FIG. 17 and the file attribute descriptor of

FIG. 18.

[308] The file uploaded by the storage control unit 150 is stored in the temporary storage

unit 155 and is output to the second switch 220.

[309] The temporary storage unit 155 may temporarily store the contents transmitted in non

real-time (NRT) in order to facilitate the uploading of the contents. In particular, the

temporary storage unit 155 may cache the non real-time (NRT) contents by referring to

the layer data descriptor, the NRT descriptor or the associated data descriptor, in con

sideration of the case where the contents transmitted in non real-time (NRT) are

uploaded from the storage unit 160 without a sufficient time redundancy.

[310] The second switch 220 may selectively output the non real-time (NRT) content file

uploaded by the storage control unit 150 or the packet output from the file processor

180. For example, the second switch 220 may continuously output the base layer data

and enhancement layer data associated with each other such that the base layer data

and the enhancement layer data are combined using the layer data descriptor, the NRT

descriptor or the associated data descriptor.

[311] The A/V decoder 230 may decode the A/V data included in the stream or the file se

lectively output from the second switch 220, and output the decoded A/V data. For

example, the A/V decoder 230 may decode the base layer (enhancement layer) data

transmitted in real-time (RT)and the enhancement layer (base layer) data transmitted in

non real-time (NRT) together,and output high-quality video/audio data.

[312] The control unit 310 may control the component blocks of the apparatus for

receiving the broadcasting signal and drive middleware for providing a broadcasting

service. The control unit 310 may control the high-quality contents transmitted in real

time (RT) or non real-time (NRT) to be output according to the program descriptor of

FIG. 7, the layer data descriptor of FIG. 15, the NRT descriptor of FIG. 16, the as

sociated data descriptor of FIG. 17 and the file attribute descriptor of FIG. 18 decoded

by the broadcasting descriptor decoder 200.

[313] According to the embodiments of the present invention, high-quality contents may or

may not be played back depending on whether or not a portion of data of contents

transmitted in non real-time (NRT) is stored.

[314] According to the embodiments of the present invention, information describing base

layer data or enhancement layer data transmitted in non real-time (NRT) and real-time

(RT) data associated therewith may be described.

[315] According to the embodiments of the present invention, non real-time (NRT) data

and real-time (RT) data associated therewith may be combined and thus only an au-



thorized user can obtain high-quality contents.

Mode for the Invention
[316] The embodiments of the invention are described in the best mode of the invention.

Industrial Applicability
[317] A broadcast signal processing system and a method of searching a storage device

according to the present invention can be used in broadcast and communication fields.



Claims
[1] A method of receiving a broadcasting signal in an apparatus for receiving the

broadcasting signal, the method comprising:

receiving a first encoding data descriptor describing first encoding data of

contents having the first encoding data and second encoding data, in non-real

time;

receiving the first encoding data in non-real time, according to the first encoding

data descriptor and

decoding the first encoding data received in non-real time and the second

encoding data received in real time together, according to the first encoding data

descriptor, and outputting the contents.

[2] The method according to claim 1, wherein the first encoding data descriptor

includes an identifier of a channel for receiving the first encoding data, a

program identifier, and an identifier of the second encoding data.

[3] The method according to claim 2, wherein the first encoding data descriptor

includes storage permission information of the first encoding data.

[4] The method according to claim 3, wherein the storage permission information is

any one of information indicating that the storage of the first encoding data is not

permitted, information indicating that the temporary storage for a time-shift

function of the first encoding data is permitted, information indicating that the

storage of the first encoding data is permitted during a limited time, information

indicating that the storage of the first encoding data is permitted by a limited

number of playback events, and information indicating that the permanent

storage of the first encoding data is permitted.

[5] The method according to claim 1, wherein the first encoding data descriptor

includes a reception start time of the first encoding data and a reception end time

of the first encoding data.

[6] The method according to claim 5, wherein the first encoding data descriptor

further includes a file attribute descriptor describing an encoding scheme of the

first encoding data.

[7] The method according to claim 6, wherein the file attribute descriptor includes a

media type of the first encoding data, a component type of the media, a codec

type of the first encoding data, and information indicating whether or not the first

encoding data is encrypted.

[8] The method according to claim 5, wherein the first encoding data descriptor

further includes an identifier of the first encoding data, location information

capable of receiving the first encoding data, and the second encoding data de-



scriptor.

[9] The method according to claim 8, wherein the second encoding data descriptor

further includes channel information capableof receiving the second encoding

data, a reception start time of the second encoding data and a reception end time

of the second encoding data.

[10] The method according to claim 1, wherein the first encoding data is enhancement

layer data according to scalable video coding (SVC) scheme, and the second

encoding data is base layer data according to the scalable video coding (SVC)

scheme.

[11] An apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signal, the apparatus comprising:

a reception unit configured to receive a first encoding data descriptor describing

first encoding data of contents having the first encoding data and second

encoding data and the first encoding data corresponding to the first encoding data

descriptor in non-real time, and receive the second encoding data in real time;

a broadcasting descriptor decoder configured to decode the received first

encoding data descriptor; and

a control unit configured to decode the first encoding data and the second

encoding data according to the decoded first encoding data descriptor, combine

the decoded first encoding data and second encoding data, and output the

contents.

[12] The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the first encoding data descriptor

includes an identifier of a channel for receiving the first encoding data, a

program identifier, and an identifier of the second encoding data.

[13] The apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the first encoding data descriptor

includes storage permission information of the received first encoding data, and

wherein the apparatus for receiving the broadcasting signal further includes a

storage unit storing the first encoding data according to the storage permission

information.

[14] The apparatus according to claim 13, wherein the storage permission information

is any one of information indicating that the storage of the first encoding data is

not permitted, information indicating that the temporary storage for a time-shift

function of the first encoding data is permitted, information indicating that the

storage of the first encoding data is permitted during a limited time, information

indicating that the storage of the first encoding data is permitted by a limited

number of playback events, and information indicating that the permanent

storage of the first encoding data is permitted.

[15] The method according to claim 11, wherein the first encoding data descriptor

includes a reception start time of the first encoding data and a reception end time



of the first encoding data.

[16] The apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the first encoding data descriptor

further includes a file attribute descriptor describing an encoding scheme of the

first encoding data.

[17] The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the file attribute descriptor

includes a media type of the first encoding data, a component type of the media,

a codec type of the first encoding data, and information indicating whether or not

the first encoding data is encrypted.

[18] The apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the first encoding data descriptor

further includes an identifier of the first encoding data, location information

capable of receiving the first encoding data, and the second encoding data de

scriptor.

[19] The apparatus according to claim 18, wherein the second encoding data de

scriptor further includes channel information capableof receiving the second

encoding data, a reception start time of the second encoding data and a reception

end time of the second encoding data.

[20] The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the first encoding data is en

hancement layer data according to scalable video coding (SVC) scheme, and the

second encoding data is base layer data according to the scalable video coding

(SVC) scheme.
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